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T
he future we dreamed of as children surrounds us. The 

ability to pick up a portable telephone without wires and 

phone home from the middle of an ocean, when we want 
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through a shore side radio station, is just one example. The 

Internet and the instant messaging ability afforded by e mail is 

now a way of life and accepted as a normal everyday method of 

communication. There is however, one concept we dreamed of 

as kids, that has, so far, eluded us. Despite everyone’s best 

attentions, the idea of transportation or of being beamed up, 

down or even sideways has never materialised. The closest 

we can currently come to such a goal is video conferencing of 

which Skype and Facetime are the most familiar brand names.

These very real and easy to navigate software programmes 

that are able to bring that idyllic sun soaked patch of perfectly 

manicured grass we call home right into the crew mess. They 

enable us to talk to the kids and read them stories while 

watching them grow and develop almost before our very eyes.

This ever-present ability is allowing crew and their loved ones 

to maintain their bond face to face over a cup of tea, chit 

chatting about a day’s happenings, and sharing laughs, stories 

and special moments of lives lived miles apart across oceans.  

These clever bits of software kit are creating a new category 

of crew member who have already started calling themselves 

Skype Daddies.

Captain David Clarke, who was for many years in command 

of the 73 metre Delta built Laurel, has now come ashore to 

daddy
For captain and crew spending long periods of time away from 
home and family, Skype has become an integral way of life.
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build his own business called Superyacht Operating Systems.  
He says, “One of the issues that is very rarely highlighted in 
our industry is what we the Captains and crew have to give 
up in order to pursue a career in yachting. Family gatherings, 
birthdays, weddings, Christmas and funerals are just a few of 
these important events”

Skype and Facetime can go some part way to resolving some 
of these but not all of them. Clarke adds, “Being away from 
small children and having a Skype relationship was challenging 
at times. I knew it was time to go home when my 18 month 
old daughter picked up a Wiggles DVD, pointed at the picture 
on the front of the case and proceeded to tell Mummy quite 
insistently that the Blue Wiggle was Daddy.”

Founded in 2003 and operating out of Luxembourg Skype is 
different from other VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) providers 
in that it operates on a peer-to-peer basis. This means that 
the program distributes the running workload across all users’ 
computers via background processing, instead of running off 
a traditional server. It, like Facetime, is free to use when 
communicating with another user of the same software. Originally 
funded by seed money from E Bay and other investors Skype 
was bought by Microsoft in 2011 for USD 8.5 billion and has 
now more than 45 million regular users worldwide.

We know of one Captain who wears two watches with one set 
for the time zone of his home, the other on the local time of 
½}b�Ë8O}½¢�����8½½b²�É}b²b����½}b�É�²�Y�}b��µV�}b�o�Yµ�½��b�8½�
7pm home time, to sit down and read his son a bedtime story.  
Using a camera that looks over his shoulder and another one 
in front of him, his son, on the other side of the world, gets to 
see Daddy read to him at the same time as following Daddy’s 
o�ub²µ�8µ�½}bË�½²8Ob�É�²Yµ�8O²�µµ�½}b��8ub¢�¬5�Â��8Ë�½}������
am silly to go to such lengths,” he told us, “but I think it is so 
important that my son never forgets that I have the time for 
him at bedtime.” He laughs and adds, “It also gives my wife a 
half an hour break every day to sit down at the kitchen table 
with a glass of wine and her magazine!”

Touching words 
Captain Adam Kittel commands Whispering Angel, a yacht based 
in the Mediterranean year round. He has twin boys aged 9 who 
live in the UK. He told us,“I do get to see my family as much as 
��µµ�F�b�bÈb���n�½}8½��b8�µ�½}8½���qË�½��½}b�-��8½�Ébb��b�Yµ¢�
During the season we are locked into the job and Skype becomes 
an integral way of life. When talking to my boys they are always 
interested as to where I am or where I am going and often say 

‘Can we come?’ Having worked in the industry since I was 17, 
I have come to terms with the yachting/family question and so 
have my family. They understand that I am away making money 
½���8Ë�½}b�F���µV�}8Èb�}���Y8Ëµ�8�Y�FÂË�½}b�F�Ëµ�8��8²µ�F8²l�5�Â�
could say we have found a healthy balance although I always 
wish that I could spend more time at home.”

Captain Paul Bickley commands the Benetti built Latitude. This 
popular charter yacht is kept very busy with a steady stream 
�n�O��b�½µ�n²����²8µb²�58O}½µ��8�Ë��n�É}��8²b�²b�b8½�O}8²½b²�
guests eager to relive their earlier experiences. Being booked 
throughout the season with back to back charters can put 
a strain on family relationships especially when there is little 
opportunity for a day off between charters. Paul says, “During 
the earlier years of parenthood, my two daughters were less 
demanding of my time, but as the years tick by they are now 
more dependent on their Daddy for attention, advice and love.  
Jessica born 2000 and Olivia born 2004, are now very aware of 
the time they need from me and it does often make me question 
my future in yachting. Fortunately we are a Mediterranean 
based yacht, which provides a resemblance of normality during 
the winter months and I can resume my parental duties from 
October through until we start again in May. This has been a 
perquisite for any job I took since they were born. During the 
summer months our relationship consists of hurried phone 
calls, which are often interrupted by urgent matters onboard 
or during rushed school runs. I do make a habit of saying good 
night to the kids and helping with homework when needed.” 

Running solo 
Caroline Bickley, his wife, told us: “Paul and I met whilst working 
���58O}½µ�������¸V�8�Y�É}b����nb����²bu�8�½���������Éb��bÈb²�
anticipated the changes ahead. I needed to adjust to a life similar 
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Communication is a quick phone call to say goodnight to the kids 
and try and help with any last minute homework. Then later in 
the evening we try and catch up again once the kids have gone 
to bed. 14 years later we have put the hardest part behind 
us and the kids are becoming more independent, although they 
are more aware of the family time we need together. I take the 
girls away on holiday during the summer months, which is not 
always easy and often get curious looks from other families in 
the hotel. I guess this is the life we have chosen and we make 
the most of it but it does add to the saying absence makes 
½}b�}b8²½�u²�É�n��Yb²¢�3b�8²b�F�½}�Ybo��½b�Ë�������u�n�²É8²Y�
to our retirement years that’s for sure.”

The couple’s daughters aged 10 and 13 know exactly what it is 
like to have a Skype Daddy. Jessica, the eldest and Olivia, the 
youngest were asked to pen a paragraph or two for ONBOARD.  
This is what Jessica had to say: “My Daddy has been working as 
a Captain since I was born. I know he works hard but we want 
him to come home more, we have never had a summer holiday 
with him ever and we always have ten weeks school holiday in 
July and August. We have two weeks with him in October and 
two weeks over Christmas. Mummy sometimes gets cross that 
he is not here to help with the house cleaning but she does like 
him coming home with lots of presents.” Olivia adds, “Daddy is 
very clever and I sometimes need help with my homework but 
we can only speak on the phone, which is very frustrating. He 
often misses important dates like my birthday, school shows 
and watching me grow up.”

We know of one Captain 
who wears two watches with 
one set for the time zone of 
his home, the other on the 

local time of the yacht
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